INNOVATION 19
NEW, LONG-LASTING SOLUTIONS FOR HOW YOU PRACTICE TODAY
INTRODUCING
T-Core with Perfect Panel Design™

Our durable T-Kennel side and back panels just took a giant step ahead of the field with the strongest core ever put in a pet housing panel: T-Core with Perfect Panel Design™.

We used the latest laminating technology to meld Industrial strength, high-density closed-cell polyurethane foam with our attractive PVC sheets. The result is a panel we could not destroy, even with sledgehammers and a medicine ball!

It is filled with features:

- Corrosion-resistant PVC outer skins.
- All-weather, water-resistant for use inside or outside.
- Attractive Stainless Steel trim looks great and guards against panel chewing.
- Quiet, calming insulated panel reduces sound, making the run low stress.
- Triple protection from cross contamination with Perfect Panel Design™.

The Perfect Panel Design™ has an adjustable, sealing channel with a neoprene gasket that hugs the floor’s slope. The channel bar uses corrosion-proof, construction-grade PVC that won’t be affected by common cleaning chemicals. Aluminum, construction experts warn, is susceptible to pitting corrosion, a common cause of metal failure.
PORTALIZING:
The Latest Trend in Cage Housing

Portalizing began as a solution from U.C. Davis professors Dr. Kate Hurley and Dr. Denae Wagner to use existing Stainless Steel cages to provide double-compartment housing for felines. Their research demonstrated that giving cats two compartments reduced disease, improved adoptability and enhanced feline health.

Shor-Line worked to perfect the Kat Portal that allows customers to cut an opening between two Shor-Line cages and stabilize the cage with a spacer. The Kat Portal has an 8”-diameter opening and is made from ABS. A cover with a pin allows you to open the portal for seamless travel between the cages or to close off access for cleaning or more single-compartment housing.

The Kat Portal has become so popular that customers are now ordering our Stainless Steel cages new with holes pre-cut for portals. This builds in flexibility for everyone from hospitals to shelters.

The Puppy Portal provides the same benefit for small dogs and puppies. The double compartment provides an early method for helping puppies “paper” train.

The 10”-diameter opening allows young canines room to move about with one of the compartments set up as the main living side (food, water and bed) and the other side serves as the bathroom (paper or a puppy pad). Puppies naturally want to eliminate away from their resting area “den,” making this the easiest, safest and most fun housing for healthy, happy puppies. Like the Kat Portal, the cover can close for cleaning or open to increasing the living area.

Template to guide cutting for retrofitting the portals.
REVOLUTIONIZING FELINE HOUSING: Feline Comfort Suites + Condos

Since Shor-Line introduced the Feline Comfort Suite last year, it has rapidly become the most requested feline housing.

Many buy it because of its revolutionary construction. The silky-smooth fine-celled foam board Shor-Line uses to craft the Feline Comfort Suite is strong and impervious to moisture.

The clean lines, lightweight unit, and spacious interior is what makes felines purr and staff cheer. Finally, there is open-concept housing for cats. It is easy to clean, and the superior design allows cats to see out and caregivers to see in.

Color accents on the borders around the unit let the cat be the star, and your clean, beautiful housing to reflect on your caregiving.

There are so many ways you can use standard options to customize your feline space:

- **Four door choices**—Tri-Door, Tri-Door with Viewing Dome, Polycarbonate and Grill Door.
- **18”W Litter** with full height for appropriate elimination posturing.
- **Unique compartment divider** (on suites) that has a built-in rake to remove litter or debris.
- **Quiet-Closing Latch** to lower feline stress.
- **Durable Hinges** made from an injection-molded, fiberglass-reinforced, nylon thermoplastic polymer.
- **Optional storage**—Add different sizes of doors or drawers.
- **Venting Options**—Active or a passive venting systems available.
As pets are living longer, their need for chronic treatment increases. Shor-Line is there innovating with veterinarians to give them the products they need for their aging patients.

We introduced improved Oxygen Therapy Doors and Conversion Doors in 2018:

- The new O2 door opens up the center of the door so caretakers easily can monitor the patient.
- Two adjustable vents allow you to avoid fogging.
- The temperature and humidity gauge is easy to see.
- The door comes with three semi-disposable humidifiers positioned in a removeable polycarbonate chamber. Fill the chamber with ice to cool the air or warm with hot water.
- There is a port available for an optional O2 meter.
- The picture (left) also shows an optional oxygen therapy kit that includes a hose and mask for direct oxygen assist.

The Conversion Door works with the O2 door to provide oxygen therapy to a double-door cage. It replaces the other door of the double door.

It has two vents to allow for reduction of condensation on the interior door surface. It is made for the same 3/8”-thick polycarbonate as the O2 door. The O2 Door, Conversion door and cage are all separate purchases.
One of the strongest trends in veterinary medicine is the low-stress movement. Shor-Line began offering low-stress products (Quiet-Time Cage Covers, etc.) more than 10 years ago, and we are a leader today in developing new products.

INTRODUCING:
FELINE SERENITY SUITE

Our newest low-stress housing unit combines the design and low-stress benefits of the Feline Comfort Suite with Stainless Steel housing unit. This is perfect for those who want or need Stainless Steel.

- Each Suite contains an 18”W litter area + a main unit of 24”, 30” or 42”W.
- The Tri-Door comes standard, giving the cat a unobstructed view out. (Full grill is an option.)
- Full Size litter has polycarbonate bottom with a clip for records.
- The Kat Portal allows the feline to access the litter and the main unit.

We’ve also introduced two exam table options to fit different styles:

- **Fear Free™ Table.** This was developed in conjunction with Dr. Marty Becker, and it carries his organization’s Fear Free Recommended logo. It has a warm surface and pull-down stairs that lets the pet choose to walk up, lowering stress. Clips on the end allow you to add a comforting towel, and the toe kick lets you move close to the pet and pet parent for consultation.

- **Mark III LS Table.** This is a low-stress option to our popular Mark Exam Table series. This product has the storage veterinarians were asking for with the heated table that has become a popular, low-stress option. It has the standard toe kick of the Mark Series. It is available in White, Almond or Low Stress Blue.
Practicing veterinary medicine takes a toll on your body. Every piece of equipment that takes some of the physical burden increases job satisfaction.

**WET/DRY EXTENSION**
This attaches to your Shor-Line Classic or Continuum V-Top or Flat-Top Surgery Table. It becomes an instant "wet" table that works great for "dirty" procedures, such as dentals. The removable Stainless Steel tray slides out easily for disposal. It also works as a table extender, adding a little more than a foot in length. Keep it on for good or just use it when you need it.

**PRELUDE LED EXAM LIGHTS**
These attractive, high-quality LED lights provide 40,000 LUX and feature a color temperature of 4500°K. This provides good visual clarity at one meter working distance in the important red color spectrum. It has simple toggle switch for low (50%) or high (100%), allowing you to control the light in the room. The state-of-the-art arms adjust with fingertip control.

**PRELUDE LED SURGERY LIGHTS**
Our Prelude Surgery Lights are at the top of the field of veterinary surgery lights. We have UL/CSA certification, which holds these lights to many of the same standards as human surgery lights. Its dimming switch goes up to 100,000 LUX. There is a 6" field of illumination at one meter, providing a generous, focused surgical field. It features a color temperature of 4500°K, giving good clarity in the red spectrum. The state-of-the-art arms adjust with fingertip control, and the LED lights keep it cool in the OR.
Designing rooms with multiple use options gives you options for how you practice and expand. Shor-Line has two products that help smooth out the highs and lows of housing demand.

**KAT KLOWDER**

There are times when you need to expand your capacity or take on family feline groups. This unit allows you to quickly respond.

The stylish structure has clear polycarbonate panels in the front so that felines can perch on the back benches and see out, and you can see in. The PVC panels in low stress beige or jade give the cats hiding areas and some privacy. And the grill upper sides allow you to attach enrichment items.

There are four large shelves in the back that create a kind of feline jungle gym for enrichment and exercise. It is ideal for housing situations with mixed family groups…each cat can find its level of privacy.

The sliding glass door makes it easy for caregivers to enter for exam, feeding and caretaking. Note: This is intended for indoor use only.

The unit folds down to 81”W x 75”H x 22”D. The handles make folding down the unit simple, but it is a two-person operation.

**FOLDING KENNEL**

The folding kennel is ideal to build into a multi-purpose area, especially one designated for training or open play. The unit folds to a 7”D footprint against the wall but allows you to pull out kennels one or two at a time.

The Folding Kennel is ideal for daycare situations in which you need a quick place to send dogs for rest or cooling off. At night, the unit can fold back up or expand out for overnight use during busy times.

The units are raised floors in either 36”W x 37¼”L or 48”W x 49¼”L. You can mix and match floor and side panel color. Most facilities choose to place it against a back wall.

Folding Kennel U.S. Patent #8,438,995